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Regularly feeds himself spiritually through personal Bible study

Regularly submits himself and his life situations to God through prayer

Applies the grace of the Gospel to his day-to-day life

Effectively applies Bible knowledge in solving daily life problems, making decisions and in changing lives

Expresses a credible profession of faith in Christ alone for forgiveness

Exhibits a passion and love for Christ

Exhibits an unconditional love for others

Exhibits the attitude of a servant (servant's heart) in dealing with and ministering to others

Exercises and develops his spiritual gifts in the context of the body of Christ

Maintains membership in good standing in a local church or presbytery

Active in the ministry of his local church

Regularly joins in corporate worship services

Exhibits a commitment to the system of doctrine contained in the Westminster Confession of Faith

Exhibits knowledge of the Biblical foundation for the system of doctrine contained in the Westminster Confession of 

Faith

Exhibits a knowledge of the system of doctrine contained in the Westminster Confession of Faith

The knowledge, skills and abilities needed to (a) consistently grow and live in a humble 

relationship with Jesus Christ while on the mission field, and (b) to understand and 

apply Biblical principles and Reformed theology
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Exhibits spiritual maturity with evidence of the "Fruit of the Spirit" in his life

Understand basic Presbyterian polity

Exhibits a commitment to the authority, inerrancy and infallibility of the Bible

Missionary Competency Model
Mission to the World

Practices tithing and other financial giving

Bible

Reformed Theology

Researches the mission field(s) that he senses God calling him to

Prays regularly for the current work of missionaries

Can articulate Biblical reasons for his belief that God has called him into cross-cultural ministry

Exhibits knowledge of primary themes of particular books of the Bible

Exhibits knowledge of the main themes of the Bible

Exhibits knowledge of the main sections of the Bible - Pentateuch, Historical books, Wisdom literature, etc

Seeks confirmation from church leadership, family and friends concerning his sense of call

Exhibits a God-centered view of ministry results

DETAILED FIELD COMPETENCY MODEL

Relationship with Christ

Church Involvement

Understands the spiritual gifts God has given him

Effectively applies Bible knowledge in teaching, encouraging, and advising others
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Effectively applies Reformed Theology in teaching, encouraging, and advising others

Effectively applies Reformed Theology in solving daily life problems, making decisions and in changing lives

Exhibits a teachable spirit humbly learning from others

Avoids exhibiting a critical spirit towards others

Able to cooperate with others in team situations

Able to build up a team

Servant and Team Orientation

The knowledge, skills and abilities needed (a) to interact with and work with others 

(intrapersonal) and (b) to deal with personal challenges and issues (interpersonal), in an 

effective, healthy and Biblical manner



Conflict Resolution
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If married:

If single:

If has dependent children:

Perseveres in a task or situation despite difficult circumstances

Manages personal finances well

Recognizes when a conflict is interfering with a personal or work relationship

Makes the conflict a matter of prayer, asking God to reveal his own motives, emotions, sin areas and core issues

Dependably carries out responsibilities

Exhibits honesty and integrity in all actions and in all dealings with others

Character

Lives public and private life in a blameless manner

Maintains a good reputation in the community

Assumes responsibility for his actions

Clearly articulates his own thoughts and feelings in an appropriate manner

Presents ideas in a winsome and interactive manner

Initiates approaching the other party concerning the conflict in a timely manner while avoiding discussing it with 

others first

Exercises active listening skills when communicating with the other party

Offers solutions that reflect a willingness to accommodate and collaborate with the other party

Initiates asking for and offering forgiveness

Seeks outside help from appropriate sources when unable to resolve the conflict on his own

Communication

Uses active listening skills - concentrates on what is being said, uses body language to communicate interest, 

checks and clarifies what has been heard, and waits to formulate his own responses until after hearing what is said

Avoids assigning motives to the other party's behavior

Exhibits an enjoyment of their relationship with spouse

Arrives at a consensus with spouse when making decisions

Seeks to encourage and protect spouse

Regularly meets the physical and emotional needs of spouse

Maintains sexual purity

Has a healthy understanding of singleness and is content with being single

Initiates developing friendships with other singles and with families

Maintains sexual purity

Seeks to raise their children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord

Regularly takes time to communicate with spouse

Quickly resolves conflicts with spouse using good conflict resolution skills

Psychological Maturity

Exhibits security in who Christ has made him to be

Exhibits an awareness of himself by the ability to articulate his strengths, weaknesses, and emotions

Able to make life decisions with confidence

Lives in God’s peace having experienced forgiveness from past sins and healing from past hurts

Manages stress in a positive and effective manner

Processes criticism in a positive and effective manner

Demonstrates emotional maturity in relationships

Exhibits a flexible attitudes towards life particularly in a cross-cultural situation

Is not overly critical of himself when he makes mistakes particularly in a cross-cultural situation (e.g., is able to 

“laugh at oneself

Understands that marriage relationship is to be reflective of Christ’s relationship with the Church

Exhibits an unconditional love for spouse

Shares a common vision with spouse

Familial Relationships

Note: The applicability of each of the following sections will depend on candidate’s marital status and whether he or she has one or more dependent children.

Exhibits unconditional love for their children

Has an understanding of their children’s personalities and needs

Exercises regular and consistent discipline of children
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Designs a course of study and training to help develop new/young believers and believers in need of growth in a 

particular area

Gives Biblically informed answers to questions from new/young believers and believers in need of growth in a 

particular area

Models a Christ-like life and ministry

Able to follow the leadership of others

Exhibits self-motivation; works without close supervision

Identifies needs in relationships and ministry situations and then takes steps to address them

Leadership/Followership

Spends time developing relationships with new/young believers and believers in need of growth in a particular area

Assesses and is sensitive to the spiritual condition of new/young believers and believers in need of growth in a 

particular area

The knowledge, skills and abilities needed to establish and engage in general ministry 

in a culture different from one’s own

Evangelism

Discipling

Exhibits a knowledge of the core elements of the gospel

Confidently presents the gospel in a structured format

Exhibits a passion for the lost souls

Initiates making contacts in target community

Makes and takes opportunities to present the gospel

Wins souls to Christ

Partners with host country nationals to maximize ministry efforts

Adjusts ministry style to match host country's cultural environment

Considers nationals' opinions and perspectives when approaching a situation

Is able to work under the leadership of a host country national

Sess the relationship of their particular ministry to church planting at large

Specialized Skills

Demonstrates, (based on past activity, professional certification, or cooperating agency assessment) the ability to 

carry out the particular ministry (youth work, music, theological education, etc.) that they will be assigned to do

Exhibits a clear understanding of what needs to be done to accomplish a particular ministry

Plans, prioritizes and executes critical activities

Motivates others to work towards desired goal

Helps others develop their potential

Cross-Cultural Life Adjustment

Cross-Cultural Ministry Adjustment

Learns to speak, read and write host country's language

Studies the host country culture in order to gain an understanding, appreciation and love for it

Observes elements of the host country’s culture and asks questions about it before making judgments about it

Initiates friendships with nationals and spends time with them

Exhibits an enjoyment of being with, and an unconditional love for, host country nationals

Able to physically function in country of placement


